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σας ευχαριστώ
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My team:
technology enhanced
learning, music & research
learning is 
(the essence 
of being) 
human
5
abundance as motor for innovation
(not as solution to all problems!)
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all learning resources available to all
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Searchability
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http://globe-info.org/ 
open is not the goal, it’s a start
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open is not an excuse: user focus!
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http://erikduval.wordpress.com/2008/09/10/laptop-fun/
so? evaluate & iterate ...
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http://lreforschools.eun.org/
http://portal.mace-project.eu/ 
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“Better problem”: abundance
but some way to go...
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44.000 sites
20.000.000 users
1.900.000 courses
from the trenches
or
open is not just about 
copyright finding
we are should be teaching students
to solve problems we don’t know
using technologies we don’t know
on the role of technology
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getting into student’s lifes
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Text
http://delicious.com/tag/mume09
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walled garden...
in the end...
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Questions?
http://erikduval.wordpress.com/
twitter: @ErikDuval
